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Abstract
Terrestrial Laser Scanners, also known as LiDAR, are often equipped with color cameras so that both infrared and RGB values
are measured for each point sample. High-end scanners also provide panoramic High Dynamic Range (HDR) images. Render-
ing such HDR colors on conventional displays requires a tone-mapping operator, and getting a suitable exposure everywhere
on the image can be challenging for 360◦ indoor scenes with a variety of rooms and illumination sources. In this paper we
present a simple-to-implement tone mapping algorithm for HDR panoramas captured by LiDAR equipment. The key idea is
to choose, on a per-pixel basis, an exposure correction factor based on the local intensity (infrared reflectivity). Since LiDAR
intensity values for indoor scenes are nearly independent from the external illumination, we show that intensity-guided exposure
correction often outperforms state-of-the-art tone-mapping operators on this kind of scenes.

1. Introduction

High-end LiDAR scanners, in particular those targeting architec-
ture and cultural heritage applications, often provide two types of
outputs: a point cloud dataset and a 360◦(usually equirectangular)
High Dynamic Range (HDR) image.

Concerning the point cloud, we assume each point sample is de-
scribed by a tuple (x,y,z, ir,r,g,b), where (x,y,z) are the spatial
coordinates of the point, ir is the intensity value, typically in the
infrared part of the spectrum (around 1550 nm), and (r,g,b) is the
color captured by the scanner-mounted camera(s). We do not con-
sider additional attributes (such as number of returns) also captured
by LiDAR equipment. The intensity or ir value records the amount
of energy of the laser beam reflected by the surface. In indoor en-
vironments, such value is nearly independent from the scene illu-
mination conditions. Since the radiant flux of LiDAR laser pulses
often exceeds 3 kW, this results in irradiance values several orders
of magnitude above those achieved by artificial illumination.

Regarding HDR color data, these are typically available as a sep-
arate HDR image (e.g. in EXR format). HDR images are captured
either by HDR sensors, or by combining multiple images with dif-
ferent exposure values, in the case of LDR sensors. HDR images
are required to capture adequately the wide range of luminance lev-
els that exists in real-world environments. However, HDR colors
cannot be shown directly on displays supporting a limited range of
values. A tone mapping operator is then needed to compress the
wide range of HDR images to the limited range of such display
devices.

Directly applying a tone mapping operator to a scanner-based

HDR panorama results in LDR images that, although sometimes
look right, they are too dependent on the existing lighting condi-
tions. This is unsuitable in some applications. For example, cultural
heritage users might wish to see the colors closer to what they will
look if uniformly illuminated with a standard illuminant. Another
problem with traditional tone mapping operators is that the same
surface area might show very different LDR colors depending on
the scan position the panorama was acquired from. This results in
severe color artifacts when multiple scans are combined.

In this paper we propose a simple, local, intensity-guided tone
mapping operator for converting HDR images into LDR images.
Besides compressing the range of color values, we wish to reduce
the effect of the specific (often imperfect) illumination conditions at
the time the scan was captured. In this sense, our approach partially
shares the goals of Intrinsic Image Decomposition methods, which
attempt to separate the reflectance (albedo) and shading (illumina-
tion) components of an image. A key observation is that ir values
are nearly illumination-independent in indoor scenes, and for many
materials, near-infrared reflectance correlates reasonably well with
luminance [BPMTMML17] (see also Figure 1). Our approach ben-
efits from this fact, and uses ir values to guide the selection of a
suitable exposure correction factor.

Figure 1: LDR color and intensity (ir) from a LiDAR scan.
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2. Previous Work

Laser Scan Radiometry In addition to geometry, most LiDAR
systems record light intensity, which depends on parameters such
as range, incidence angle, environmental conditions and surface re-
flectance [TC15]. With an appropriate correction, the measured in-
tensity can be directly associated with material reflectance, which
is beneficial for object classification and segmentation [KOPW15].
Some studies also found a good agreement between intensity values
and measured luminance [BPMTMML17], which has been used in
shadow removal [YC14] or laser intensity colorization [OK14].

Color information captured by LiDAR systems has received
much less attention. Julin et al. evaluate the quality of color images
acquired by different laser scanners, including the Leica RTC360
used in our tests [JKR∗20]. By using test charts in lab conditions,
they measure color accuracy, sharpness and noise for both LDR and
HDR images. However, images captured in such conditions do not
show common artifacts appearing in field conditions.

Color reconstruction Some techniques combine multiple
RGB [CCCS08] or RGB-D [ZSG∗18] images to reconstruct
the color of a captured model. The input images are combined
according to geometric, topological and colorimetric criteria, but
they are not prepared to deal with the extreme lighting defects that
tend to be present when capturing models on the field. In structure-
from-motion pipelines, additional problems need to be considered,
like the large number of input images and their drastically varying
characteristics [WMG14]. Improving color balance and equalizing
exposure improves the quality of the results [GABR17].

Tone mapping Tone mapping is an active area of research, as
demonstrated by the large number of books and surveys on the
subject [RHD∗10, DLCMM16, OAT∗21]. Global operators apply
a single tone reproduction curve for the whole image [RSSF02,
MMM∗10]. The general approach is to extract the luminance Lin
from the input HDR image, compute per-image global statistics,
and use these to output a compressed luminance Lout . Local oper-
ators represent an adaptive version of global operators, that apply
different mappings depending on luminance values on the neigh-
borhood of the input pixel [Ash02, DMAC03, FBPC11, LFUS06,
MDK08, RD05]. Local operators often include additional filters to
reduce edge, halo, glare and noise artifacts [OAT∗21].

3. Our approach

Given a LiDAR scan consisting of a point cloud P with
(x,y,z, ir,r,g,b) values per sample, and a (registered) HDR image
Cin, we wish to compute an LDR version Cout of it so that it can be
shown on conventional displays. In addition, the effect of varying,
imperfect lighting conditions is considerably reduced.

Conceptually, our approach has two major steps, described
in detail below. First, we precompute a collection of LDR im-
ages C0

out , . . .Ck
out by applying a user-defined tone mapping oper-

ator with increasing luminance levels. Many tone mapping algo-
rithms include a parameter to adjust the output luminance, to get
lighter or darker images. For example, Reinhard and Devlin ap-
proach [RD05] uses a brightness parameter f for this task. Other

methods with less intuitive parameters can be adapted by just mul-
tiplying the output luminance Lout with a varying gain factor gi.
Second, we choose the final output color Cout on a per-pixel ba-
sis, by choosing the color whose luminance closely matches the ir
reflectance value.

3.1. Generating LDR images with increasing brightness levels

Although our method can use any tone mapping operator, in our ex-
periments we used a very simple global operator that mainly com-
presses the high luminances [RSSF02]. For the pixels in Ci

out , the
output luminance is computed as

Li
out = gi

Lin

Lin +1
,

using a collection of increasing gain values gi. Then, we use
Schlick’s color ratios [FLW02] for color reproduction, Ci

out =(
Cin
Lin

)s
Li

out , where Cin and Cout are the input and output colors,
and s is a saturation parameter (s=1.3 in our experiments). The out-
put is a collection of LDR images with varying brightness levels
(Figure 2). Notice that, for a sufficiently large range of gain val-
ues, every pixel of the image has an appropriate exposure in at least
one of the images. Due to its simplicity, Ci

out images are not pre-
computed nor stored; their colors Ci

out are computed on-the-fly on
the GPU. We compute the input luminance Lin as the Y compo-
nent after the standard RGB-to-XYZ conversion, i.e. Lin = Y =
0.2126r+0.7152g+0.0722b.

Figure 2: LDR images with increasing gain factors (1, 2.5, 5, 10).

3.2. Choosing per-pixel colors

Regardless of the tone mapping operator adopted to generate the
collection of LDR images, for each pixel we choose the LDR color
Ci

out that minimizes the difference between the luminance of Cout
and the ir reflectance. As a final step, we use a standard linear-
to-sRGB conversion (gamma correction for γ = 2.4) to display the
LDR images. The rationale of using the ir reflectance to chose the
final exposure is that, as stated above, LiDAR ir values are nearly
illumination independent on indoor scenes, and for many materials,
ir correlates with the luminance of the material’s albedo. Figure 3
shows one example. Notice that the LDR image fails to get a correct
exposure everywhere, whereas our output seems reasonably close
to the surface albedo. Since albedo images naturally look flat, we
also show a relighted version of the output.
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Figure 3: Intensity image, one possible LDR image, and the output
of our method (as is, and after applying basic Lambert shading
with respect to a virtual light placed at the camera).

4. Results

We implemented our approach on the GPU using a simple frag-
ment shader that runs in real-time on NVidia GeForce RTX 3090
hardware. The test dataset was a collection of scans of St. Quirze
de Pedret, captured by a Leyca RTC360 scanner. The dataset is
quite challenging because of the extreme variation in the contribu-
tion of natural and artificial illumination. Figure 4 shows the re-
sults of our method. Our approach succeeds in getting an appro-
priate exposure for all the pixels across the image. Notice that sur-
face details are visible in all rooms, regardless of their illumination
conditions. Despite ir values are used to find the proper output lu-
minance, color reproduction is reasonably accurate: all output col-
ors are taken from the collection of LDR images, and thus at least
one tone mapping operator produces this color. Note however that
color balance is out of the scope of the paper. In the test dataset,
illumination profiles were extremely varied, which caused the out-
put images to exhibit clear color biases depending on the surface.
Figure 5 compares our approach with state-of-the-art tone mapping
operators with default parameters. Although many tone mapping
operators produced visually appealing images, none of them man-
aged to get a correct exposure for the darkest areas. In addition,
shadows (e.g. scanner tripod) as well as the impact of spotlights on
the walls are clearly visible.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a simple-to-implement, GPU-based method for
processing HDR images associated to LiDAR scans. The main idea
is to use the infrared reflectance to choose an LDR color from those
produced by tone mapping operators with varying luminance gains.
We have shown that our method achieves an appropriate exposure
across the image, removing shadows and major lighting effects be-
sides computing an image suitable for conventional displays. Our
method has limitations though. First, it assumes Lambertian sur-
faces (although mirror-specular materials are not supported by Li-
DAR scans either). Second, it assumes the scene mostly contains
materials whose infrared reflectance correlates with luminance.
Third, it does not attempt to get a suitable color balance. Actu-
ally, as future work, we plan to incorporate a local color balance
correction, as well as more sophisticated tone mapping filters for
removing edge, halo and glare artifacts.
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Figure 4: Results with several scans. Each row shows one LDR image and the output of our approach (unlit/relighted).

Figure 5: Comparison with common tone mapping operators. We used the default parameters recommended in Luminance HDR 2.6.0
software. First row: Ashikhmin [Ash02], Drago et al. [DMAC03], Fattal et al. [FLW02] and Ferradance et al. [FBPC11]. Second row:
Lischinski et al. [LFUS06], Mai et al. [MMM∗10], Mantiuk et al. [MDK08] and Reinhard et al. [RSSF02]. Third row: Reinhard et al. [RD05],
Van Hateren [VH06] and our approach (unlit/relit).
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